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A fast clear technique for NEBULA data acquisition
(DAQ) was newly introduced for the 132Sn(p, n) ex-
periment at SAMURAI.1) The technique enabled the
measurement of recoil neutrons and projectile-like neu-
trons in coincidence. NEBULA DAQ could not work
with the main trigger for the (p, n) reaction measure-
ment because the recoil neutrons were slow.
The incoming 132Sn beams were detected by beam

tagging detectors: SBT1 and SBT2. We define the
signal from SBT1 as “Beam” in this report. Recoil
neutrons from the (p, n) reaction were measured us-
ing WINDS2) surrounding a liquid hydrogen target.
The charged outgoing particles were analyzed by using
the SAMURAI system. The outgoing neutrons from
the breakup of reaction products were measured by
using NEBULA. The main trigger of the experiment
was a coincidence of Beam and WINDS. Because of
the slow neutrons from the (p, n) reaction detected by
using WINDS, the trigger decision of the experiment
was ∼ 300 ns slower than the that with the standard
SAMURAI setup.3)

The main trigger for the experiment was controlled
by using the GTO module.4,5) The trigger for NEB-
ULA DAQ was a coincidence of Beam and NEB-
ULA signals (Beam × NEBULA trigger). The ana-
log and time information of NEBULA was obtained
by using CAEN V792 QDC and V775 TDC mod-
ules, respectively. The VME module used to inter-
rupt NEBULA DAQ was RPV-130 by REPIC. The
fast clear of V792 and V775 could be performed by
inputting the fast clear signal to the modules during
their data conversion. The dead time of the fast clear
was 600 ns. Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of
NEBULA DAQ for the fast clear. The interrupt of

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for NEBULA DAQ with fast clear.
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NEBULA DAQ was performed by using a 10 µs de-
layed main trigger signal to allow time for the data
conversion of QDC and TDC. If the DAQ system was
interrupted when NEBULA data were empty owing to
no Beam×NEBULA trigger or the dead time of fast
clear, the NEBULA data were recorded as an empty
event. The fast clear signal was generated by anti-
coincidence between Beam×NEBULA (synchronized
with DAQ start/stop) and the main trigger. If the
main trigger was fired to acquire data during the dead
time of fast clear for NEBULA, a fast clear flag was
stored by a coincidence register (coin. reg. 1). The
NEBULA-accepted trigger was Beam×NEBULA ve-
toed by the dead time of NEBULA DAQ and the fast
clear of V775/V792. A flag for Beam × NEBULA
was stored by a coincidence register if it was coinci-
dent with the main trigger (coin reg. 2). NEBULA
DAQ could be switched to the singles mode, in which
the trigger was generated by NEBULA itself for cali-
brations, in B2F experimental area.

In the experiment, the typical rate of the main trig-
ger and the Beam × NEBULA trigger were 2.4 kHz
and 1.6 kHz, respectively. Owing to the dead time of
the fast clear, ∼ 0.7% of NEBULA data could not be
collected. Fig. 2 shows the time versus crystal ID plot
of NEBULA. The locus at approximately 60 ns corre-
sponds to fast neutrons from the target region indicat-
ing that NEBULA DAQ functions effectively. This fast
clear technique can be applied to other experiments by
adjusting the delay for the Beam ×NEBULA signal
(300 ns in this experiment).

Fig. 2. Time versus crystal ID plot of NEBULA.
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Fig. 1: A photograph of the fully constructed AIDA 
assembly.  

The advanced implantation detector array (AIDA)1) 
represents the latest generation of silicon implantation 
detectors for use in decay spectroscopy measurements of 
exotic nuclei at fragmentation beam facilities. 
Designed to improve upon current generation, the AIDA 
features high detector pixelation and fast overload recovery 
(~1 s), required at modern RI facilities with increasingly 
high secondary beam intensity and access to isotopes with 
very short half-lives. 
Application specific integrated circuits (ASICs)2) were 
specifically designed to meet the above requirements. One 
ASIC can process 16 data channels, each with two 
dedicated preamplifiers: one with selectable gain to cover 
the low and medium energy ranges of up to 1 GeV, and the 
other, a low-gain amplifier that covers the full dynamic 
range of 20 GeV. Detector signals are carried via flexible 
Kapton PCBs to the front end electronics (FEE) cards, 
which support 64 channels of instrumentation. The FEE 
cards contain the following: multiple analog-to-digital 
converters (ADCs) for use in signal processing; a 
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) for control, signal 
processing, and event building. 
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As each FEE card runs a separate data acquisition system 
(DAQ), reading data from only 64 channels, dead-time is 
significantly reduced compared to that in current generation 
detectors dealing with high pixelation. Fig. 1 shows the full 
AIDA assembly. 
To study the response of the AIDA to implantation of heavy 
ions, an in-beam test was conducted at the Radioactive Ion 
Beam Factory (RIBF) at RIKEN. The test was conducted 
parasitically to the first SEASTAR campaign,3) placing the 
AIDA at the F11 focal plane. In this test configuration, 
AIDA comprised one DSSSD type BB18 with a thickness 
of 1 mm and featuring 128 strips with a 0.625 mm pitch in 
both the x and y directions. Our test demonstrated the 
capability of AIDA to detect position and energy of fast 
fragment beams, as shown in Fig. 2. 
With promising progress being made on all fronts, the 
AIDA is planned for use at the RIBF throughout 2015-2016 
with two focuses: -decay half-life and decay spectroscopy 
measurements using the EURICA -ray detector, and 
measurements of -delayed neutron emission probabilities 
as part of the BRIKEN collaboration.  

Fig. 2: Spectrum of energy measured using the front and 
back strips of AIDA’s DSSD for fragments around 78Ni, for 
events in coincidence with a veto scintillator in the front 
AIDA.  
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